CAE Research Project Meeting Minutes

4/20/2022

- **Participants**
  - Dr. Waleed Farag (PI)
  - Dr. Soundararajan Ezekiel (Co-PI)
  - Dr. Xinwen Wu
  - Zaryn Good
  - Maria Balega
  - Franklin May
  - Kamir Walton
  - Alicia Deak
  - Emily Himes
  - Jino Ramson

- Meeting started at 11:30 am.
- Unanimously approved minutes for meeting on April 13, 2022
- **Main Points**
  - Discussed:
    - IUP Scholar’s Forum Awards luncheon is Thursday April 21st at 11:30 am
    - Maria & Alicia
      - Met with Zaryn to add DCNN to IoT-23 paper, sent draft to Dr. Farag
    - Alicia
      - Working on ToN-IoT paper
    - Zaryn
      - Helped Maria with DCNN for IoT-23, sent Franklin results but still need to send more information for KDD paper
    - Franklin
      - Met with Zaryn, working on adding DCNN results
    - Kamir & Donald
      - Working with Dr. Ramson & Dr. Pearlstein to get suggestions on what supplies to order for testbed

- **Tasks:**
  - Maria & Alicia
    - Continue working on IoT-23 paper, work on organizing/rearranging parts
  - Alicia
    - Continue working on ToN-IoT paper and helping others
  - Zaryn
    - Continue working with Franklin, help with IoT-23 paper if needed
    - Start working with Kamir and Donald
  - Franklin
    - Continue working on KDD paper, work on comparison of results and making revisions based on Dr. Wu suggestions
• Kamir & Donald
  • Continue looking into supplies to order for testbed based on suggestions
• Adjournment at 12:10 pm.
• Next meeting will be held on Wednesday April 27 at 11:30 am.